
How to set the weight parameters of the tracking cost function?
ProblemMotivation

Minimizing human annotation effort (# of 
annotations per frame) is extremely 
important in interactive tracking.
More annotations = wasted resources!
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Suboptimal cost function parameters.
More tracking error!
(requires more user annotation to fix)
Each tracking instance has different 
optimal parameters value.
 Hand-tuning the parameters on a 
training set will not yield optimal results.

During the annotation process, 
incrementally learn instance specific model 
parameters for the tracking cost function.

Contributions
Novel annotation-driven maximum margin 
framework for efficiently learning instance-
specific model parameters.

% annotations
(compared to fixed)

w1 w2 w3 Error/frame

10% 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.510

20% 0 0.49 0.51 0.15

30% 0 0.31 0.69 0

Illustrative Example
Tracking an object (person) in a 300-frame sequence 
where there are many similar looking objects. Our 
approach quickly learn to put very little weight on the 
global appearance cost. 
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Appearance & location at time 𝑡

Global appearance cost Local appearance similarity cost Motion cost

Trajectory

Weights should be instance specific!

Low 𝑤1, high 𝑤2 and 𝑤3 High 𝑤1, low 𝑤2 and 𝑤3

Solution
Exploit the incremental nature of interactive tracking

Groundtruth trajectory

Estimated trajectory after 2 annotations

Estimated trajectory after 3 annotations

Each annotation results in a better track 
estimate.
 Incrementally update 𝑤 as the user 
give more annotations!
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Search for the solution that maximizes 
separation between data points that are closest 
to the decision boundary

Current best trajectory estimate 
(after 𝑁 annotations)

Trajectory estimate 
after 𝑖 annotations

Tracking by detection:

VIRAT Dataset [1]
300 surveillance video.
Task: track moving people and cars.

0.04 error-per-frame 
using only 0.017 
annotations-per-frame 
compared to 0.17 using 
the fixed-weight 
approach. (90% savings)

Infant-Mother Interaction Dataset
15 videos of infant-mother dyadic interaction.
Task: track the head of the people.

0.04 error-per-frame 
using only 0.013 
annotations-per-frame 
compared to 0.04 using 
the fixed-weight 
approach. (67.5% savings)

Conclusion
Easy-to-implement method for leveraging user 
annotations to set the cost function weight parameters. 
We have demonstrated on 2 real-world dataset that this 
approach saves a significant amount of annotation effort.
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Project page: http://rehg.org/interactive-tracking/


